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Programme Specification
Schools which will also be involved in teaching part of the programme
Academic Content:   
Academic Content: Learning outcomes that describe the core academic content developed in the programme. Examples might include data, facts, interpretations, theories, concepts, approaches and methods.
A
Disciplinary Skills - able to:    
Disciplinary Skills: Learning outcomes that describe the development of higher level cognitive skills (for example, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation) and skills specific to the discipline (for example, statistical interpretation, clinical diagnosis, digital literacy). Outcomes may also include intellectual, transferable/personal, and practical skills.	
B
Attributes:    
C
Module Title  
Module
Code
Credits
Level
Module
Selection 
Status
Academic Year of Study
Semester
Programme Specification Approval
8.2.1.3144.1.471865.466429
Dissertation
Introduction to Poetics
Poetry at Work
Resources for Research
Prof. Andrea Brady
Prof. Andrea Brady
	CurrentPage: 
	PageCount: 
	Insert the full programme title e.g. BSc Geography.: MA in Poetry
	Awarding_body: Queen Mary University of London
	Teaching_institution: Queen Mary University of London
	Approved Awards:Certificate of Higher Education (Cert HE)Diploma of Higher Education (Dip HE)Foundation Degree in Arts (FdA)Foundation Degree in Science (FdSc)Bachelor of Arts (BA)Bachelor of Dental Surgery (BDS)Bachelor of Engineering (BEng)Bachelor of Law (LLB)Bachelor of Medical Science (BMedSci)Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS)Bachelor of Science (BSc)Bachelor of Science IntercalatedBachelor of Science (Economics) (BSc (Econ))Bachelor of Science (Engineering) (BSc (Eng))Master of Engineering (MEng)Master in Science (MSci)Graduate Certificate (Grad Cert)Graduate Diploma (Grad Dip)Foundation CertificatePre-Masters DiplomaPostgraduate Certificate (PG Cert)Postgraduate Diploma (PG Dip)Master of Arts (MA)Master of Business Administration (MBA)Master of Clinical Dentistry (MClinDent)Master of Laws (LLM)Master of Public Administration (MPA)Master of Research (MRes)Master of Science (MSc)Masters Degree designated EuroMasters: MA in Poetry
	Duration_of_study: 1 calendar year (full time), 2 calendar years (part time)
	Specify both the internal (QM) Programme Code(s) and the specified UCAS Code(s): PMAF-QMENSH1 / PMAP-QMENSH1
	State which relevant Subject Benchmark Statement this programme comes under (see http://qaa.ac.uk/academicinfrastructure/benchmark/default.asp for more details). If there is no relevant Subject Benchmark Statement for this programme state 'not applicable'. : N/A
	FHEQ_level: Level 7
	If accredited by a professional/statutory body, please give the name, date of last accreditation visit, approximate date of next visit and details of exemptions that will be given to QMUL graduates. State N/A if not applicable.: N/A
	This is the date that Programme and Module Approval Board denote approval.: January 2016 (revised May 2017)
	Responsible_school: School of English & Drama 
	Other_school: School of History
	add_school: 
	remove_school: 
	If students on this programme undertake all or part of their study at another Higher Education Institution then the programme involves external collaborative activity. The nature of any collaboration should be detailed here.: 
	Please provide a brief description of the programme, summarising the programme content and the distinctive features it offers students. This should be consistent with the programme descriptions in handbooks and the prospectus.: This distinctive new MA in Poetry is provided by the Department of English and the interdisciplinary Centre for Poetry at QMUL, whose members include poets and literary critics with varied interests in the practice and history of poetry around the world.  It offers students  a unique mix of specialised attention to the history and genre of poetry, a creative element which supports the development of their own poetic practice, and work placements within the cultural industries.  Over this year-long (full-time) or two-year (part-time) course, students will take compulsory modules studying major poems and theories of poetics, and also experience a work placement at a major poetry organisation, making use of the Department's and Centre's extensive contacts with publishers, events organisers, charities, and literary development agencies.  Students can also choose from an extensive and interdisciplinary list of optional modules from Schools across the College, many of which allow students to develop relevant professional skills. The course is designed to appeal to students who are developing a creative practice of their own, as well as those who wish to develop their understanding of poetry using the techniques of literary criticism.  For example, students who write poetry can respond to readings on the compulsory 'Introduction to Poetics' module with the circulation and performance of a poem in place of a more conventional academic presentation, and submit a creative portfolio (consisting of poetry and critical commentary) for their final assessed essay. The course also requires students to write a dissertation, which can either be a traditional critical essay or a submission of poems and a critical commentary, on the model of (but distinct from) the portfolio produced for 'Introduction to Poetics'.  Like all the teaching on this course, dissertations will be supervised by experts in the field, including members of staff who are poets themselves.  It will suit individuals who plan to go on to doctoral research, who want to enhance their careers through the experience of research and the acquisition of transferable skills, or who wish to develop their existing poetic practice at a more advanced level.  It is important to note that this MA is not a programme in creative writing per se; rather, it provides an opportunity for those students working as poets to engage with the history and contemporary practice of poetics through practice-based research.This programme aims to provide an excellent graduate student experience through robust and effective academic management. It develops graduate attributes through work placements alongside more traditional critical writing and practice-based research.  The flexibility of the programme makes it appropriate for students who plan to go on to doctoral research, who want to develop and enhance their careers through the experience of research and the acquisition of transferable skills, or who wish to pursue their existing literary interests at a more advanced level.
	Learning Outcomes:The programme should provide opportunities for students to develop and demonstrate knowledge and understanding, skills and other attributes in the three areas specified. The programme outcomes should be referenced to the relevant QAA benchmark statement(s) and the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications in England, Wales and Northern Ireland (2008), and relate to the typical student. Additionally, the SEEC Credit Level Descriptors for Higher Education 2010 and Queen Mary Statement of Graduate Attributes should be used as a guiding framework for curriculum design.A learning outcome describes an intended result of teaching and learning, rather than the process of teaching and learning itself. Programmes will usually have learning outcomes under one or all of the following: academic knowledge, disciplinary skills, graduate attributes.Learning outcomes should be very clear.  They should convey to students precisely what it is they are expected to achieve.  It is recommended that phrases such as; to know, to understand, to appreciate, should be avoided, as they are open to different interpretations.  They can be replaced by, for example; to identify, to sort, to solve, to construct, to compare, which are open to fewer interpretations.* An introductory statement to the Learning Outcomes may be provided here, for example:Students who successfully complete the programme will be able to...: Students who successfully complete the programme will be able to
	This will add another row to the table so you can add a module.: 
	This will remove the selected learning outcome.: 
	Number: 5
	Attributes: Learning outcomes that describe a mix of knowledge, skills, values and behaviours that have application to both academic and non-academic environments. For undergraduate modules, these learning outcomes should align to one of the thirty two Queen Mary Graduate Attributes and describe a student's capability to Engage Critically with Knowledge, Have a Global Perspective, Learn Continuously in a Changing World and to demonstrate Rounded Intellectual Development, Clarity of Communication, Research Capacity and Information Expertise.: Exercise initiative and personal responsibility in decision making, while at the same time showing a readiness to act inclusively, and to work collaboratively, in a context of conflicting opinions.
	add_outcome: 
	This will remove the selected learning outcome.: 
	Assessment Strategies and Methods:Specify the assessment strategies employed on the programme in order for the programme learning outcomes to be met. Each learning outcome (or group of outcomes) should have a corresponding means of assessment.For instance, assessment of knowledge, understanding and skills can be through a combination of methods (unseen examinations, open-book examinations, phase tests, in-course assessments, laboratory reports, essay assignments, design exercises, portfolios, project reports, verbal presentations, group presentations, case studies, interview, etc.). This may include a statement about how assessment strategies support student progression. Information on the arrangements for providing timely feedback on assessed work can be included here.: The compulsory and elective modules are assessed through a variety of submissions, including a written essay of 4000 words, a dissertation of 15,000 words,  portfolios, presentations and practical projects. Students will be able to formulate their own projects in consultation with module convenors who will provide guidance on the planning and development in one-to-one sessions during the second part of the semester. Written reports on all assessed work will be provided by first and second markers. All written work will be returned to students individually by the module convenor or the supervisor in feedback sessions. In order to provide written and oral feedback in good time, essays will be returned with provisional marks before the numerical grade has been formally approved by the external examiners.
	The structure of programme should be described in detail, including the identification of all potential  pathways / routes and modules available. Precise details of the modules can be given in the table below. Alternatively the structure can be presented in textual format in the box provided, as long as all of the key information in the table is detailed. This may be necessary particularly where students are required to select a module from a specific grouping of modules (e.g. take 15 credits from xx, xx, and xx). The structure of the programme should comply with the Queen Mary Academic Credit Framework.: In accordance with the Academic Credit Framework, candidates for the MA in Poetry take modules (including a Dissertation) with a total credit value of 180 at level 7.  These modules will include:Compulsory module (semester 1): Introduction to Poetics.  This module will introduce major theories of poetry and poetics through close readings of a selection of significant historic and contemporary poets.  It will be assessed through a 4000 word critical essay OR a creative portfolio consisting of 8 pages of poetry and a 2000-word critical discussion which should reflect on one of the issues in poetics being taught in the class in relation to the poet’s own practice.  Students will also produce at least two unassessed workshop pieces (of either a poem or criticism) which respond to the reading.Compulsory module (semester 1): Resources for Research.Compulsory module (semester 2): Poetry at work.  This zero-credited module will require students to work for four weeks part-time, or two weeks full time, in an arts, cultural, educational, or community organisation, or a publisher, magazine, literary agency, or other related business.  These placements will be organised one semester in advance and students will be supported in finding placements by the Department and Centre's extensive contacts in these fields.  Students will then write an unassessed 1000 word essay about their experiences and the role of poetry in contemporary society.  An exit session will be provided by Career Services.Compulsory module (semesters 1-3): Dissertation: 15,000 words.  This will consist of either a single critical essay on some aspect of poetry and poetics, or a combination of a portfolio of poetry and a critical essay on some aspect of the student's practice.Elective modules: Students  choose three modules, from a list which will be provided of modules running in the relevant year(s) of study that include the study of some poetry, or that will help to develop professional skills or theoretical knowledge which will be useful to students seeking a career related to the practice, promotion, publication or performance of poetry.  Part-time students take the following:Year 1:Introduction to Poetics, semester 1, 30 credits;Resources for Research, semester 1, 0 credits;Elective module, semester 2, 30 credits.Year 2:Dissertation (MA Poetry), semester 1-3, 60 credits;Elective module, semester 1, 30 credits;Poetry at Work, semester 2, 0 credits;Elective module, semester 2, 30 credits. 
	Add: 
	Remove: 
	DropDownList1: FT - Year 1
	This will remove the corresponding row from the table.: 
	: 
	Cell1: ESH7046
	The number of credits the module comprises of. Academic credit is awarded in multiples of 15.: 0
	Academic Level refers to the relative complexity, depth of study and learner autonomy required in relation to a module in the context of its discipline: each module will be ascribed a level on the following scale:3 Foundation - pre-degree level. (Previously referred to as level 0)4 Introductory (previously referred to as level 1)5 Intermediate (previously referred to as level 2)6 Final (previously referred to as level 3)7 Masters (previously referred to as level M): 7
	Compulsory module refers to a module that must be taken in order to meet requirements for progression and/or award.Core module refers to a module that must be passed in order to meet award regulations.Elective module refers to a module that is optional for students to choose.Study only module refers to a module that has no credit associated with it i.e. it is 0 credit-weighted.: Compulsory
	The academic year in which the module will be taken.: 1
	Semester in which the module will be taken.: Semester 1 
	Provide the entry requirements for the proposed programme, including the level of English Language proficiency (IELTS / TOEFL) required for International applicants.Indicate the knowledge and skills required by new entrants in order to complete the programme, e.g. A-levels or other relevant qualification, first degree, etc.: Most applicants will have an undergraduate degree with 2.1 or higher honours (or overseas equivalent) in English or a related field. The typical offer will be 2.1 degree or overseas equivalent. Promising applicants who do not meet the formal academic criteria but who possess relevant credentials and who can demonstrate their ability to produce written work at Masters level will also be considered. Applicants may be invited to interview or asked to submit examples of written and/or creative work. We welcome applications from mature and non-traditional students. This is usually to help us assess that the programme you have applied for is best-suited to your academic background.All applicants to QMUL must show they meet a minimum academic English language standard for admission and to be successful on the course, to the indicated levels for the area of study. While you may not need to provide an official English language qualification, you need to provide evidence of sufficient English language ability in line with the IELTS requirements for the course to which you are applying. Please check the programme English language entry requirements on our website for further information on the English language levels required before applying.  The link for this information is http://www.qmul.ac.uk/international/international-students/englishlanguagerequirements/index.htmlIf you have not achieved the required English language level yet, you may be eligible to take a Pre-sessional English course, or continue to take English language tests in your country to reach the level needed.
	Students’ Views and Quality Assurance: Customise the standard text to describe local arrangements for student representation, hearing students’ views and quality assurance. Include details of SSLC meetings, student feedback mechanisms, programme review and monitoring.: Student-Staff Liaison Committee and student feedback: MA students have two representatives on the department's Student-Staff Liaison Committee, which is chaired by the Head of English, where they are able to raise questions and concerns about aspects of programme management. All modules are evaluated by written student questionnaires, which are monitored by the Head of English. Convenors are required to respond to student feedback in their module reviews.
	Specific Consideration of the needs of Disabled Students:Customise the standard text to describe any programme specific arrangements that will be made to support disabled students. Please consult the Queen Mary Disability and Dyslexia Service (http://www.dds.qmul.ac.uk/) where additional information is required.: Advisers and induction:Students will attend the School's induction programme for Master's students. This will include a programme-specific induction with the convenor, who will usually also act as the student's adviser, where they will also discuss the the student's choice of options. Students will meet with their advisers at the beginning of each semester to discuss practical and academic issues (including dissertation plans) to set goals. Other meetings will be arranged for week 6 (to discuss module essay plans). A record of these meetings will be kept in the student's file.
	Employers Links:Please provide details of any links with employers e.g. - Details of advisory panels that include current or potential employers; - Organisations that regularly employ graduates from this programme and the roles that graduates undertake.- Student prizes donated by organisations that may offer employment to graduates from this programme.If there are no links with employers consider the learning outcomes and transferable skills and explain how these might be used to inform employers about the qualities and skills a graduate from this programme might be expected to have.  If there will be placement opportunities for students on the programme such as industrial/business work placements or internships these should be explicitly referred to in this section. Where there will not be specific formal placement arrangements consider including other opportunities such as study abroad.Where the curriculum includes work-based learning further details may be provided in this section if they have not been covered elsewhere.This section can also be used to highlight the ways in which the programme contributes to the QM Graduates Attributes, where they have not been mentioned elsewhere: The MA in Poetry will provide an enhanced understanding of the study of literature relevant to students who intended to follow a teaching career, and a strong grounding in research methodologies and practices for students who intended to progress to doctoral work. Employer feedback for other MA programmes provided by the Department of English has particularly valued the research skills and high level of critical thinking acquired by graduates from the MA and the contribution these make to the problem-solving abilities required of those who work at senior levels in complex organizations. This MA also provides a unique introduction to poetry and the workplace, through an unassessed compulsory module which places students with literary and cultural organisations, publishers, educational and community groups.  This module will focus on expanding students' knowledge of and networking within the sector, and will also provide opportunities for mentoring and professional development.  It will supplement the other transferable skills (the analysis of complex evidence, the oral and written presentation of arguments and information, and effective time-management) developed by the course as a whole.  The placement will be managed by the module convenor, who will meet with students in the first semester to discuss their interests, and afterward provide written introductions of the student to potential employers.  The convenor will also support students with special needs to make any necessary adjustments, and provide alternative plans of study and supervision in the unlikely event that a satisfactory placement cannot be achieved.  Once a placement has been agreed in principle, the convenor will also secure a written agreement between the placement provider and the School that sets out the terms of the placement and maps the student's proposed work against the module's learning outcomes. The provider will be asked to sign a Memorandum of Understanding, which demonstrates their understanding that they should assign the student a supervisor for the duration of the placement, that they have put thought into the professional skills that the student will acquire and that they have suitable Health & Safety, Equalities, Volunteering and Insurance policies in place.An exit session will be provided by Career Services.A representative (but not exhaustive) list includes:1. The Poetry Society2. Poetry London3. Apples and Snakes4. Poet in the City5. The Poetry Translation Centre6. English PEN7. The Poetry Library, South Bank8. Faber and Faber9. Carcanet10. Bloodaxe11. Penned in the Margins12. Hammer & Tongue13. Commonwealth Writers14. Spread the Word15. The Roundhouse16. Barbican's Creative Learning department17. Wasafiri18. The White Review19. The Ministry of Stories20. Brady Arts Centre21. Kobi Nazrul Centre22. Spotlight23. Furtherfield28. Soda
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